
Coaching Practice Plan

Coach name FAI Practice Date 22 October 2020 Duration 60 Mins

Team FAI Coach Education Venue FAI HQ

Practice Objective Practice Outcome
What? Build up from the back centrally using 14 players

Who? Gk, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 9.

Which? Centre forward and midfield unit

Where? In our own half

When? In possession of the ball

An Attacking with Transition to 
Defend coaching practice designed 
to improve players building up from 
the back centrally using 14 players.

Pre Practice Planning:

Attacking with Transition To Defend Build up Centrally

Build Up Build up from the back centrally starting with the GK and CB's

Area of the Pitch: Own Half

Organisation: Build up centrally with 1 - 2 - 3 - 1

Role of the Opposition: Defend centrally with 1 - 2 - 3 - 1

Coaching Practice Plan

1.

Communication

↓

↓
Execution

Football Action

Decision

I.D.E.A.L

* I – Introduce the
THEME of
the session at the
start. (Make sure
players are fully aware
off the coaching
practice goals)

D – Demonstrate the
Actions and
Organisation. Let
players see it.
(Demonstration gives
Clarity)
 

Multi Direcitonal Warm Up. 
A practice designed to warm players up for a 
session with an emphasis on build up, passing 
and receiving.  
Half the group with a ball and half without. 
Players with a ball pass to a player without a 
ball and then move to receive a pass of another 
player. Quality of pass, body shape to receive, 
first touch.

2.

Team shape 2-3-1 v 2-3-1 plus target players at 
each end. Red target player passes to either CB 
to start the game. Red team look to establish 
good possession to build and score by passing 
to blue target player between either of the 
gates. Blue target player will pass to blue to 
transition. Blue score by passing the ball 
through the target on the edge of the penalty 
area. Create width and depth to establish good 
starting positions. Good quality and selection 
of pass (accuracy, timing, weight and disguise). 
Create space and options in front of the ball. 
Look for penetrating runs with or without ball.



E – Explain ALL
Factors in a Logical
Sequence. Let players
hear it.
(Explanation &
Demonstration is Best
used together) 

A – Action. Let them
Play from the coaching
Point . Let players do it. 

L – Look at the play
and observe key
moments to help
achieve Outcomes 
LET THEM
UNDERSTAND

Shape 1-2-3-1 v 2-3-1 plus 1 target player. 
Start by red goalkeeper passing to either CB. 
Red team look to establish good possession to 
build and score by passing to blue target player 
between either of the gates. Blue target player 
will pass to blue to transition. Blue score by 
shooting into the goal. Create width and depth 
to establish good starting positions. Good 
quality and selection of pass (accuracy, timing, 
weight and disguise). Create space and options 
in front of the ball by midfield players making 
opposite movements away from the ball. 
Maintain cover at the back for transition to 
defend

3.

4.

Shape 1-2-3-1 v 1-2-3-1. 
Start by red goalkeeper passing to either CB. 
Red team look to establish good possession to 
build and score by shooting into the goal within 
the oppositions half. Blue goalkeeper will pass 
to blue to transition. Blue score by shooting into 
the red goal. Create width and depth to 
establish good starting positions. 
Good quality and selection of pass (accuracy, 
timing, weight and disguise). 
Create space and options in front of the ball by 
midfield players making opposite movements 
away from the ball. Look for penetrating runs 
with or without ball to create space.

Coaching Practice Review and Reflection:

Write here...

Write here...

Write here...

1. Did you meet your objective & explain how?

2. Did your organisation allow your practice to meet your objective?

3. What are your personal improvement areas?
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